
The Ghost Town

I was headed back to the one place that I never wanted to go again….. The Ghost Town.

Now let me tell you why I never ever want to go back.

It was the day before Halloween, and I wanted to pull an epic scare on my friends. I was

going to prank them into going to the Ghost Town and take them through tricks that led

eventually to a big prize, but on my way there something strange happened. As I posted the sign

that said “The Ghost Town Corp Limit,” I heard a strange noise. Knowing me, I paid no attention

to it, but as I was setting up for the prank,  I kept on hearing it. After a while I got concerned. It

was getting louder every time and more clear of what it was trying to say. Finally, it got clear

enough that I could hear what it was saying. It said, “Run before it’s too late!”

I felt so scared that all of my body was petrified. Immediately I ran faster than I’ve ever

run. As I passed a house, its door opened slowly, and I stopped. Then as I walked closer to the

house, the phone started ringing. Half of me wanted to answer it, and the other half didn’t.

Finally, I decided not to answer it and started running again. As I got close to the sign, I saw

something, but it was so dark that I could not picture what it was. I kept running. As I passed the

sign, something jumped out and scared me. Then that “thing”(which had no idea what it was)

started laughing and revealed his mask…. It was MADELYN (one of my BFFs) . She told me

that AnnaKate and Logan (also my BFFs) saw me making the plans for the prank and said they

were going to do better. Then they came out too. It was scary and funny at the same time.

Later we went trick-or-treating and all laughed and ate our candy. An hour later, I said,

“Great job on the prank and also, where did you get an old phone from?”

They said confused, “What phone?”......


